[Communicate Medical Errors or Hide Them? In Relation to the Henry Marsh's Memoirs].
″Do no harm″ is the work of Henry Marsh, an English neurosurgeon who, in the epilogue of his professional career at the National Health Service, remembers not only his professional successes but also his failures. This is the starting point to propose a system of notification of medical errors in Spain that allows to comply with the hippocratic key principle that gives title to the book: ″primum non nocere″. With this objective, our proposal is, in first place, to analyze the extent to which there is a conflict of loyalties in the professional performance of any doctor (institution vs. patient) that conditions the possibility of communicating the errors that may occur, concluding that there are normative counterweights to comply with this principle: to inform the patient respecting other rights in conflict. The balance between the right to be informed and the right to defend oneself against further actions of responsibility has the faithful of that imaginary balance in the canonical idea that to learn from error the starting point is to recognize it, and the second to analyze why it occurred. Only from learning can the error be avoided and, thus, improved the quality of care assistance. In our analysis of the Spanish system of adverse effects communication (SiNASP), we conclude that it does not meet the standards we set ourselves, and not only from an ethical and legal analysis, but also taking as reference the systems with the same Objective in our European environment - including the references of treaties and international agreements in this area. The final conclusion to which we arrive as the culmination of all the previous reflection is that for a system of communication of errors to actually function, it has to be obligatory and anonymous for the informant, transparent and conclusive for the informed and, above all, reflexive and didactic for the institution, so that it fulfils with the duty to inform and it also avoids that the error is repeated.